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What is your #1 tip or advice for the beginning plein air painter?  
Make a list of the supplies you will need and keep it posted and check it 
every time you go out to make sure you have everything.  Take only the 
essentials and make your load light.  
  
What are your never-leave-home-without it “must have” palette 
colors?  Cad Yellow, Cad Red light, Alizarin, Ultramarine Blue, Viridian 
Green and White.  If I had to choose a really limited palette I’d leave out 
the Cad Red Light and Viridian but without them the palette just looks dull.   
Even if I don’t use them they brighten my mood. 
 
Why do you choose to paint in the wild plein air rather than in the 
controlled environment of the studio?  I love painting in my studio but it 
doesn’t compare with being outdoors in front of a compelling scene.  
Nature is the greatest teacher.  There’s no hesitation.  When you are 
outdoors you are forced to work quickly to capture the light and fleeting 
shadows. There are colors in nature that you won’t see in a photo.   
 
What was your most hair-raising extreme plein air painting 
experience?  Getting my car stuck in deep mud on a dirt road in the 
middle of no where with no one around was a bit unsettling.  I thought I 
would be there for a long time waiting for a tow truck to find me but just 
then a young man in a PG&E truck came by and offered to break a 
company rule and tow me out.  I was so grateful.  Lesson learned: 
measure the depth before you try to drive through it. 
  
Living or not, which artists have had the most impact on your artistic 
journey?  Without the friendship and encouragement of my first teacher, 
San Diego artist Pauline Doblado, I might have never started painting with 
oils, but traveling and limited space caused me to use watercolors for 
many years.  I picked up oils again while teaching high school art, and 
when I retired from teaching and had an extra room for a studio I dove into 
oils again.  George Strickland, Randy Sexton and Joaquin Sorolla are at 



the top of my list for plein air oil panting.  A workshop With George 
Strickland in Laguna got me started, looking over Randy Sexton’s shoulder 
and watching him paint inspired me and being in Madrid twice surrounded 
by the beauty of Sorolla in his home and studio convinced me that painting 
is a way of life. 
  
Closing comments….I enjoy painting so much I wish I could have 
painted full time my whole career.  
 


